In de Sitter space, the gravitational fluctuation at the super-horizon scale may make physical quantities time dependent by breaking the de Sitter symmetry. We adopt the Kadanoff-Baym approach to evaluate soft gravitational effects in a matter system at the sub-horizon scale. This investigation proves that only the local terms contribute to the de Sitter symmetry breaking at the one-loop level. The IR singularities in the non-local terms cancel after summing over degenerate states between real and virtual processes. The corresponding IR cut-off is given by the energy resolution like QED. Since the energy resolution is physical and independent of cosmic evolution, the non-local contributions do not induce the de Sitter symmetry breaking. We can confirm that soft gravitational effects preserve the effective Lorentz invariance.
Introduction
In quantum field theories in de Sitter (dS) space, it is well known that the propagator for a massless and minimally coupled scalar field does not respect the full dS symmetry [1, 2, 3] . Such a symmetry breaking is caused by the fact that the propagator is sensitive to the increasing degrees of freedom at the super-horizon scale and so we need to introduce an infra-red (IR) cut-off. The IR cut-off is an initial size of universe when the exponential expansion starts and gives the propagator a logarithmic dependence of the scale factor of universe: log a(τ ). In some field theoretic models in dS space, physical quantities may acquire growing time dependences through the propagator.
On the dS background, some modes of gravity behave just like massless and minimally coupled scalar fields. Unlike a scalar field, the gravitational field is massless without finetuning the action. Thus it is an attractive candidate to make physical quantities time dependent [4] .
Since we need to introduce all possible counter terms to renormalize ultra-violet (UV) divergences in quantum gravity, there are infinite choices of finite UV contributions. However there is no ambiguity in investigating time dependences of physical quantities. Concerning the internal loop contributions, we can separate IR contributions and UV contributions in comparison to the Hubble scale. The degrees of freedom at the sub-horizon scale are constant with cosmic evolution and so the UV contributions respect the dS symmetry.
In the previous studies [5] , we investigated soft gravitational effects on matter systems at the sub-horizon scale which are directly observable. As specific examples, we adopted massless and conformally coupled scalar and massless Dirac fields. Since dS space is conformally flat, the matter actions possess the Lorentz invariance at the classical level after the conformal transformation. In a generic non-conformally coupled case, the conformal invariance holds at the sub-horizon scale and the Lorentz invariance appears as an effective symmetry. We found that the effective Lorentz invariance is preserved even if soft gravitational effects are considered.
Here we recall that in massless field theories, IR singularities occur even in flat space when virtual particles approach on-shell. Such singularities originate in the fact that the integration over the infinite past is divergent when the frequency of the integrand is zero. In QED, these IR singularities are known to cancel after summing over degenerate states between real and virtual processes. The corresponding IR cut-off is given by the energy resolution [6, 7] . We found that the cancellation takes place in ϕ 3 , ϕ 4 theories in dS space [8] . The energy resolution is physical and independent of cosmic evolution. Therefore these non-local contributions do not induce the dS symmetry breaking. It would be appropriate to postulate that the cancellation takes place in any unitary model as the total spectral weight is preserved.
From the above discussion, we need to distinguish the dS symmetry breaking which is local from the non-local contribution. In the previous studies, we adopted the effective equation of motion [9] as a tool to evaluate time dependent quantum corrections. There we have shown that the non-local contribution does not lead to the dS symmetry breaking in the off-shell case.
In order to investigate the on-shell limit, we adopt the Kadanoff-Baym method [10] in this paper. The method is valid when the external momentum is at the sub-horizon scale as a particle description is valid. By using it, we can systematically obtain the on-shell term and the off-shell term. So it is clearly visible when they are degenerated. We show that the IR singularities appearing at the on-shell limit cancel out between real and virtual processes also in a matter system with gravity.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we quantize the gravitational field on the dS background. We make a brief review of the Kadanoff-Baym approach in Section 3. The subsequent two sections are the main parts of this paper where we investigate interaction effects through the collision term. In our investigation, we focus on the local contribution in Section 4 and the non-local contribution in Section 5. We find that the local term contributes to the dS symmetry breaking while the non-local term does not. Furthermore we confirm that soft gravitational effects induced by the local terms preserve the effective Lorentz invariance. In Section 6, we show that the results obtained in the previous sections do not depend on the parametrization of the metric. We conclude with discussions in Section 7.
Gravitational propagators in dS space
In this section, we review gravitational propagators in dS space. In the Poincaré coordinate, the metric of dS space is written as
where the Hubble parameter H is constant and the dimension of dS space is taken as D = 4. The conformal time τ runs in the range: −∞ < τ < 0. After a sufficient exponential expansion, the dS space is well described locally by the above metric irrespective of the spatial topology.
In investigating gravitational fluctuations, we primarily use the following parametrization of the metric:
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where κ is defined by the Newton's constant G as κ 2 = 16πG. To satisfy (2.4), h µν is taken to be traceless
In this parametrization, the scalar density and the Ricci scalar are written as
whereR is the Ricci scalar constructed fromg µν
By using the partial integration, the Lagrangian density for the Einstein gravity is written as 8) where Λ = 3H 2 .
In order to fix the gauge with respect to general coordinate invariance, we adopt the following gauge fixing term [4] :
9)
Note that in this paper, the Lagrangian density is defined including √ −g and the Lorentz indexes are raised and lowered by η µν and η µν respectively. The corresponding ghost term at the quadratic level is given by
where b µ is the ghost field andb µ is the anti-ghost field. From (2.8)-(2.10), the quadratic part of the total gravitational Lagrangian density is
Here we have decomposed h i j , i, j = 1, · · · , 3 into the trace and traceless part
The action has been diagonalized by the following linear combination 
Here ϕ denotes a massless and minimally coupled scalar field and φ denotes a massless conformally coupled scalar field. The corresponding wave functions ϕ p (x), φ p (x) are given by
The massless and conformally coupled field is locally equal to that in Minkowski space up to the scale factor
where y is the square of distance which preserves the dS symmetry
On the other hand, the massless and minimally coupled field has a specific property to dS space. At the super-horizon scale as physical momentum: P ≡ p/a(τ ) ≪ H, the wave function (2.16) behaves as
The IR behavior indicates that the corresponding propagator has a logarithmic divergence from the IR contributions in the infinite volume limit. To regularize the IR divergence, we introduce an IR cut-off 1/L i which fixes the minimum value of the comoving momentum. Physically speaking, L i is recognized as an initial size of universe when the exponential expansion starts. Due to the commutation relation, it is equivalent to set the initial time as
With this prescription, the propagator for a massless and minimally coupled field is given by
where γ is Euler's constant. The existence of the logarithmic term: log a(τ )a(τ ′ )/a 2 i implies the breakdown of the dS symmetry. In particular, it breaks the scale invariance
To explain what causes the dS symmetry breaking, we recall that the minimum value of the physical momentum is 1/a(τ )L i as the wavelength is stretched by cosmic expansion. That is, more degrees of freedom accumulate at the super-horizon scale with cosmic evolution. Due to this increase, the propagator acquires the growing time dependence which spoils the dS symmetry.
As there is explicit time dependence in the propagator, physical quantities can acquire time dependence through the quantum loop corrections. We call them the quantum IR effects in dS space. In order to clearly separate the minimally coupled modes and the conformally coupled modes, the gravitational propagator is written as
24)
Hereη µν denotes the projection to the spatial subspace:
Before starting the next section, we refer to the parametrization dependence of the metric. There are other choices than the parametrization (2.3)-(2.5). For example, the following parametrization is adopted in [4, 11, 12] :
Here we have divided the fluctuation into the trace and traceless part to facilitate the comparison with the parametrization (2.3)-(2.5). The relation of them is given by
28)
We should note that w, h µν is equal to Φ, Ψ µν up to the linear order. As far as we adopt the same gauge:
we have only to identify the field components to obtain the propagator in the parametrization (2.27):
The deference between these two parametrizations emerges in the non-linear order.
Kadanoff-Baym approach
As the main subject of this paper, we investigate soft gravitational effects on a matter system by introducing a Kadanoff-Baym method [10] . The investigation is up to the oneloop level. Compared to the previous studies with the effective equation of motion, we can systematically take into account the process with a soft or collinear particle in the approach. For simplicity, we adopt a massless and conformally coupled scalar field as a matter field
After the field redefinition,
the action is written as
At the tree level, the corresponding propagator is equal to that in Minkowski space
To investigate interaction effects in a time dependent background like dS space, we need to adopt the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism [13, 14] . We introduce the Schwinger-Keldysh indices as
Here the propagator G includes interaction effects in general. When we specify the free propagator (3.4), it is denoted by G 0 . We recall that as for the free propagator, the following identities hold
where c ab is defined as
Up to the one-loop level, the Schwinger-Dyson equation is given by
where the self-energy Σ due to the four-point vertices and the three-point vertices are given by
As for the other indices, Σ 3-pt is defined in a similar way to the propagator (3.5).
By introducing the retarded and the advanced functions:
the Schwinger-Dyson equation is written as the following form
As seen in (3.10), Σ 3-pt contains differential operators. They are applied after the step functions are assigned. The prescription corresponds with the T * product.
We introduce the assumption that the full propagator in dS space is written as the following form:
The full propagator depends on the average and the relative time
Due to the spatial translational symmetry, we can expand it by spatial plane waves. The existence of interactions do not allow the full propagator to consist of on-shell term alone. Therefore we have introduced the on-shell part and the off-shell part of the spectral function: Z, N. The on-shell part Z is frequently called the wave function renormalization factor. Focusing on the region |τ c | ≫ |∆τ |, we assume that they evolve with the average time.
In (3.13), we set the initial state to be the vacuum state. We need to introduce a distribution function when we start with an excited state [15, 8, 16] . We have found that in ϕ 3 , ϕ 4 theories, the non-local IR effects contribute to the spectrum function prior to the distribution function. Furthermore, the non-local IR singularities are canceled between Z and N [8] . The main motivation of this paper is to confirm that such a cancellation takes place in the matter system with gravity.
Phenomenologically we observe physics at some fixed momentum scales. In the subsequent discussions, we suppress the following integration factor by performing the Fourier transformation with respect to the spatial coordinate ∆x =
In order to investigate physics which are directly observable, we set the external momentum to be of the sub-horizon scale:
In order to derive the differential equation of Z, N, we operate G −1 0 on the Schwinger-Dyson equation from the left and the right respectively. From (3.6) and (3.12), each identity is given by
Here we have used the free equation of motion
By substituting (3.13), the left-hand sides of them are written as follows after the Fourier transformation
To compile them into a simple differential equation, we consider the difference between (3.17) and (3.18):
From (3.20) and (3.21), the left-hand side of (3.22) is given by
We can investigate interaction effects through the right-hand side of (3.22). Thus we call it the collision term. Depending on whether the indices R, A are assigned to Σ 3-pt or G, the latter part of the collision term is separated into the two parts:
In terms of the characteristic frequency, we call (3.24) the on-shell terms and (3.25) the off-shell terms. Obviously the integrals including Σ 4-pt are the on-shell terms. Our aim is to evaluate the wave function renormalization factor Z up to O(log a(τ c )). Since Z is differentiated in the left-hand side, we need to evaluate the collision term up to O(1/p|τ c |).
We expand the collision term by the power series in 1/p|τ c | type factors which can be justified well inside the cosmological horizon. It is a kind of the derivative expansion of the Moyal product in the Wigner representation. In the subsequent sections, we investigate the collision term in details.
Local contribution in the collision term
In this section, we focus on the local contribution in the collision term. The local terms of the self-energy are identified as they are proportional to δ (4) (x − x ′ ). As seen in (3.9), the contribution from the four-point vertices contains only the local terms at the one-loop level. The coefficients of them consist of propagators at the coincident point.
The propagator at the coincident point has an ultra-violet divergence (UV) in general. We are interested in the dS symmetry breaking from the massless and minimally coupled modes of gravity. By adopting the UV regularization which respects the dS symmetry, the propagator for a massless and minimally coupled field is written as
We should emphasize that the coefficients of the dS symmetry breaking terms (IR logarithms) are UV finite. Concerning the internal loop contributions at the one-loop level, we can clearly separate IR contributions from UV contributions in comparison to Hubble scale. As far as IR logarithms are concerned, we can thus safely ignore UV contributions and UV divergences altogether.
From (2.24)-(2.25) and (4.1), the coefficients of the log a(τ ) and a(τ ) terms in (3.9) are evaluated as
In contrast, the three-point vertices contribute to the local and non-local terms as (3.10).
To extract the local terms from (3.10), it is useful to recall that δ(τ − τ ′ ) is derived by differentiating θ(τ − τ ′ ). As seen in (3.24) and (3.25), the step function is associated with the self-energy in the on-shell terms but not in the off-shell terms. Putting aside differential operators, the retarded self-energy is written as
Here [ , ] denotes the commutator and { , } denotes the anti-commutator. The advanced selfenergy is written as a similar form. The dS breaking logarithms come from the symmetric propagators of gravitational fields. Thus we may focus on δ (4) (x − x ′ ) derived from the retarded propagators of scalar fields
Here we have used the fact that the propagator of the conformally coupled scalar field depends only on the relative coordinate x − x ′ .
From (2.24)-(2.25), (4.1) and (4.3)-(4.6), the following local terms are induced from the three-point vertices
The sum of (4.2) and (4.7) is evaluated as
In a similar way, we can find the following local terms
Here we have assumed that the non-local terms do not contribute to the dS symmetry breaking. In the next section, we show how this assumption is justified. By substituting (3.23) and (4.8)-(4.9) into (3.22), the differential equation of the wave function renormalization factor is written as
We should emphasize that the log a(τ ) term vanishes in the first line due to the classical equation of motion (3.19 ). Here it is crucial that the IR logarithm emerges as an overall factor of ∂ ′2 in (4.8), (4.9). As seen in (3.3), the matter action possesses the Lorentz symmetry at the classical level. Since we can neglect the derivative of the IR logarithm at the sub-horizon scale: 
where we have set the initial condition as Z(τ i ) = 1. After the field redefinition:
there is no physical effect from soft gravitons in the free field theory (3.3) at the sub-horizon scale. It is consistent with the result obtained in [5] .
We also refer to the fact that as far as we consider the dynamics at the sub-horizon scale, the same result (4.12) is derived in non-conformally coupled scalar field theories with one exception. In the minimally coupled case, we need to include the IR logarithm from soft scalar and hard graviton intermediate state.
Non-local contribution in the collision term
In this section, we investigate the non-local contribution in the collision term. Specifically we investigate the integrals which do not contain the derivative of θ(τ − τ ′ ). To begin with, let us calculate the spatial integration
where (a, b), (c, d) = (±, ∓). The propagator G 0 (x ′ , x 2 ) with each Schwinger-Keldysh index contains the common spatial plan waves
From (2.24)-(2.26) and (3.10), a straightforward but cumbersome calculation leads to the following integral
Here p 1 and p 2 are respectively the comoving momenta of the intermediate scalar and gravitational fields. Furthermore we have introduced the total energy of intermediate particles as
We should emphasize that the integral (5.3) has no IR divergence at p 2 = 0 (ǫ = p). If the non-local terms contribute to the dS symmetry breaking, it appears after performing the remaining time integral.
To facilitate the subsequent discussions, we adopt ǫ and p 2 as the integral variables:
1 2p
After performing the integral over p 2 , the integral (5.3) is given by
We also show the integral which contains Σ
Let us evaluate the following integral in (3.22)
It should be noted that we have retained the integral in the second line which does not contain derivatives of θ(τ 1 − τ ′ ). To evaluate the integrals over time, we use the following identities
To confirm the cancellation, let us evaluate another integral in (3.22)
From the identities,
Physically speaking, any experiment has a finite energy resolution of observation ∆ǫ. We may divide the integral region of the off-shell term as
Within the energy resolution, we cannot distinguish the off-shell term from the on-shell term
Thus we need to redefine the on-shell term by transferring the contribution of the off-shell term within the energy resolution p < ǫ < p + ∆ǫ:
The remaining contribution is the well-defined off-shell term:
We have found that there is no IR divergence after the redefinition. Since the energy resolution of observation is at the sub-horizon scale ∆ǫ ≫ |1/τ c | > |1/τ i |, the IR cut-off is given by not the inverse of the initial time |1/τ i | but the energy resolution ∆ǫ. As these quantities are pure imaginary, they should be identified as the twice differentiated quantities in (3.20) : i∂ We thus integrate twice with respect to τ c in order to estimate their contributions to the two point function. The on-shell contribution to the two point function from (5.21) has no time dependence if we fix the physical energy resolution ∆E:
Here Λ UV is the UV cut-off which fixes the maximum value of the physical total energy E and we assume Λ UV ≫ P . The off-shell contribution to the two point function from (5.22) is evaluated as
From scale covariance of our definition (3.13), there remains a factor a −1 (τ c ) in this expression. As for the non-local contributions, we can confirm that the total integral of the spectral weight is preserved:
where we have redefined the off-shell part of the spectrum function asÑ ≡ a(τ c )N. In this regard, the non-local contributions respect unitarity. We should emphasize that the first and second terms in the left-hand side of (5.26) preserve the dS symmetry respectively.
Furthermore we can show the mechanism how the cancellation takes place. As seen in (5.14), the dS symmetry breaking is expressed as the dependence of the initial time. The contribution from the negatively large conformal time region is dominant only when the frequency vanishes. The zero frequency process is contained in the common integrand (5.12) in (5.9) and (5.15). Then the initial time dependence is canceled as follows:
The cancellation holds between the remaining two integrals in (3.22):
In a similar way to (5.9)-(5.21), we can confirm the cancellation in terms of the integral over the total energy ǫ.
We summarize this section. When we naively distinguish the off-shell terms from the onshell terms such as (3.24), (3.25) , each term appears to induce the dS symmetry breaking logarithm. Such IR singularities originate in the process with a soft or collinear particle.
Since the off-shell terms are not distinguishable from the on-shell terms in the process, we need to sum up them. After the redefinition, the IR cut-off is given by not the initial time but the energy resolution. Once the non-local terms are expressed by physical scales such as ∆E, P , Λ UV , it is apparent that they do not contribute to the dS symmetry breaking. It justifies the strategy of the previous section that we may investigate the local terms in order to evaluate the dS symmetry breaking.
We also refer to the case that we set the external momentum to be off-shell p µ p µ = 0. In this case, the independence from the initial time can be showed more simply. It is because the integral over the total energy is cut-off by the virtuality:
The investigation in this section gives a proper interpretation into the on-shell limit of the off-shell effective equation of motion.
Parametrization dependence
In this section, we clarify how soft gravitational effects depend on the parametrization of the metric. It is the parallel investigation of the previous studies with the effective equation of motion [17] . In the previous sections, we investigated soft gravitational effects on a matter system by adopting the parametrization (2.3)-(2.5). As another example, we adopt the parametrization (2.27).
As explained in (2.28)-(2.30), the difference between the two parametrizations emerges at the non-linear level. So at the one-loop level, the parametrization difference of the metric (2.28) contributes only to the tadpole diagrams:
where κ h µν (x) | NL is identified as
From (2.24)-(2.25) and (2.30), the coefficients of the log a(τ ) and a(τ ) terms in (6.1) are evaluated as
The relative weight of ∂ i is not equal to −1 in the coefficient of the IR logarithm. That is, the effective Lorentz symmetry is not respected. Since we have confirmed that the effective Lorentz invariance holds in the original parametrization of the metric (2.3)-(2.5), there should be a prescription to retain it in a different parametrization.
We should recall that the parametrization dependence of the metric emerges only in the tadpole diagrams. So we can compensate them by introducing the classical expectation value of the background metric:
Note that the gravitational action is stationary with this shift. At least at the one-loop level, the compensation by shifting the background metric is available not only for the difference between (2.3)-(2.5) and (2.27), but also for an arbitrary difference of the parametrization of the metric. It is because the difference at the non-linear level emerges only in the tadpole diagrams at the one-loop order.
The discussion in this section is summarized as follows. By a judicious choice of the classical expectation value of the background metric, the effective Lorentz invariance is preserved for any choice of the parametrization of the metric. Furthermore the resulting wave function renormalization factor (4.12) does not depend on the choice.
Conclusion
Due to the existence of the scale invariant spectrum, we need to introduce an IR cut-off into the propagator for a massless and minimally coupled scalar and gravitational field. The IR cut-off fixes the minimum value of the comoving momentum and it is identified as an inverse of the initial time. As a consequence, the propagator has a logarithmic dependence of the scale factor which breaks the dS symmetry.
It should be noted that there is another IR contribution in massless field theories. In the process with a soft or collinear particle, the frequency of the integrand becomes small and so the integral over the negatively large conformal time is dominant. When we set the external momentum to be off-shell, the time integral is bounded by not the initial time but an inverse of the virtuality.
In the on-shell limit, IR singularities occur since the frequency can vanish. However we cannot distinguish the off-shell term from the on-shell term in the zero frequency process. The IR singularities cancel after summing over degenerate states between real and virtual processes. The corresponding IR cut-off is given by the energy resolution. We observe phenomena in the condition where the physical scale of the virtuality or the energy resolution is fixed. Therefore the non-local contribution respects the dS symmetry.
The above cancellation originates from the fact that the total spectrum weight is preserved.
In this regard, it may be a universal phenomenon as far as field theoretic models are consistent with unitarity. By using the Kadanoff-Baym approach, we have specifically shown that the cancellation holds in a matter system with gravity. That is, soft gravitons contribute to the dS symmetry breaking only through the local terms. In other words, if the dS symmetry breaking takes place, it originates only in the increasing degrees of freedom at the superhorizon sale. It has justified the assumption adopted in [5] .
We have found that the local contribution appears as a time dependent overall factor of the kinetic term. It indicates that the effective Lorentz symmetry is respected even if soft gravitational effects are considered. After the wave function renormalization, soft gravitons leave no growing physical effect to a fee matter system. Of course, the wave function renormalization factor is the same one obtained in [5] .
Furthermore we have investigated how soft gravitational effects depend on the parametrization of the metric. The parametrization dependence appears only in the tadpole diagram. Thus it can be compensated by introducing the classical expectation value of the metric. With this prescription, the gravitational action is kept stationary and the results obtained in this paper do not depend on the parametrization of the metric. It is consistent with the previous studies based on the effective equation of motion [17] .
The investigation in this paper is on the two-point function. In the previous studies [5] , we investigated soft gravitational effects in interacting field theories. There we assumed that only the local terms contribute to the dS symmetry breaking also in multi-point functions.
It remains an open problem whether the statement is correct or not. However we believe that the conjecture is reasonable since the cancellation of the non-local IR singularities is intimately connected to the unitarity of the theory.
